1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Peripheral nerves comprise hundreds or thousands of nerve fibres. These are arranged into bundles, termed fascicles, separated by perineurium and interfascicular epineurium. This is composed of epithelioid myofibroblasts which have epithelioid and myofibroblastoid properties including tight junctions, gap junctions, external laminae and contractility. The tight junctions provide selective barriers to chemical substances. Their anatomy is relatively little studied. It is fairly well documented for major nerves in the somatic nervous system, where the fascicles may be shown to have a somatotopic connection to muscles and skin ([@bib0305]). However, their functional anatomy in the autonomic nervous system (ANS) is almost completely unknown.

Determining this in the ANS has recently become relevant because of the development of Electroceuticals, treatment of endocrine, autoimmune and other diseases by electrical stimulation of autonomic nerves ([@bib0030]; [@bib0040]; [@bib0045]; [@bib0185]). At present, this is achieved by electrical stimulation of the entirety of the nerve. As most nerves supply multiple organs and functions, this may lead to unwanted off-target and insufficient therapeutic effects. This is especially relevant to stimulation of the cervical vagus nerve, which is a convenient and surgically accessible target in the neck, known to innervate the heart, lungs and abdominal viscera ([@bib0315]). The left and right cervical vagus nerves comprise a total of 10 to 15 fascicles in the adult human but their functional anatomy is unknown ([@bib0330]). This work arose out of a desire to minimise side effects by selective stimulation of relevant fascicles in the cervical vagus nerve. To identify the function of fascicles observed on histological section, we required a method to trace the fascicles from the neck to their branch insertion near supplied organs. This was intended to provide an independent validation for the new method of Electrical Impedance Tomography, which enables imaging of fascicular compound action potential activity using a cylindrical nerve cuff ([@bib0010]). MicroCT is an established tissue imaging method which has been applied for imaging of soft tissue and peripheral nerve after staining with a contrast agent. In this paper, we have developed and evaluated an optimised protocol for microCT imaging of peripheral nerves which enables segmentation and tracking of fascicles within the nerve whilst allowing for subsequent histology and validation.

1.1. Background {#sec0010}
---------------

### 1.1.1. Peripheral nervous system {#sec0015}

The nervous system comprises the central nervous system (CNS), which includes the brain and spinal cord, and peripheral nervous system (PNS), which includes all nerves and ganglia lying outside the brain and spinal cord. The ANS is a division of the PNS. It comprises visceral afferent (sensory) and visceral efferent fibres; the latter are either para-sympathetic or sympathetic ([@bib0005]). The vagus nerve is one of the principal cranial nerves which contributes to the parasympathetic division; it plays a role in regulatory and homeostatic reparative systems responsible for rest-and-digest activity stimulation of the body ([@bib0105]; [@bib0195]; [@bib0245]; [@bib0290]).

### 1.1.2. MicroCT {#sec0020}

Micro-computed tomography (microCT) provides rapid visualisation with a spatial resolution of a maximum 4 μm in three dimensions with little distortion of the sample and minimal artefacts ([@bib0300]) which is superior to the golden standard method of histology ([@bib0055]; [@bib0200]). The process of histology results in destruction of the sample, and if 3D visualisation is desired, reconstruction of serial section images is required -- a process very laborious even with computer and semi-automated assistance ([@bib0205]).

The microCT equipment comprises components including an X-ray tube, radiation filter, sample stand and the phosphor-detector ([@bib0025]). Laboratory-based microCT instruments construct 3D volumes by computational processing of a large number of 2D radiographic projections taken at sequential angles of a rotating specimen using penetrating X-rays ([@bib0220]; [@bib0275]). CT can image with a resolution between 50 and 1000 μm, microCT between 1 and 100 μm, and nanoCT \<1 μm; some of this only feasible with the use of third generation synchrotron radiation facilities ([@bib0035]).

Currently, CT and microCT are standard tools for the visualisation of bone structure. However, the imaging of biological soft tissue, limited by the low intrinsic X-ray contrast of non-mineralised tissues, has increased in the recent years with methods incorporating the use of contrast enhancement agents such as osmium ([@bib0160]), reduced silver ([@bib0215]), resin perfusion ([@bib0335]; [@bib0340]), and iodine ([@bib0070]; [@bib0080]; [@bib0110]; [@bib0140]; [@bib0155]; [@bib0205]; [@bib0355]). It has been successfully applied to tendons ([@bib0165]), ligaments ([@bib0280]) and nerves ([@bib0355]; [@bib0360]). However, there are some shortcomings of the method used hitherto. Currently, they require phase contrast scanners which may be inaccessible and time-limited and are expensive. The imaging data obtained requires considerable CPU and GPU memory in addition to the use of supercomputers ([@bib0120]; [@bib0355]). Long pre-processing procedures are needed that may allow movement of the specimen during the scan or cause destruction of the sample, so that subsequent validation with histology or other techniques, such as neural tracers, is not possible. Finally, most phase-contrast scanners allow for only a small amount of specimen to be imaged at a time at the desired resolution. This is particularly relevant for the purpose of tracing anatomical projections of the nerve and tracking individual fascicles, which require scanning of the nerve in its entirety.

To visualise soft tissue details, an X-ray contrast agent is required with different binding affinities for the tissue likely to be encountered. Iodine provides suitable soft tissue contrast in X-ray imaging ([@bib0155]; [@bib0225]) by binding to lipids and glycogen within soft tissue ([@bib0140]). Soft tissues of different densities absorb iodine with different efficiency, creating a clear gradient in attenuation of X-rays. Within the nerve, it provides suitable contrast to differentiate between the fascicles, the interfascicular epineurium (connective tissue), adipocytes and the surrounding air or mount holding the nerve ([@bib0115]).

### 1.1.3. Vagus nerve stimulation and off-target effects {#sec0025}

In order to avoid the side effects that occur with pharmacological and surgical therapies, ([@bib0060]; [@bib0090]; [@bib0210]; [@bib0365]), the new field of bioelectronics medicine, Electroceuticals, was born. This is undertaken by electrical stimulation of autonomic nerves ([@bib0100]; [@bib0180]; [@bib0210]). A prime target for intervention is the cervical vagus nerve ([@bib0020]; [@bib0095]; [@bib0135]; [@bib0185]; [@bib0230]; [@bib0295]), as it innervates the majority of the visceral organs and muscles ([@bib0050]; [@bib0245]). However, surprisingly, the organisation of fascicles within the nerve remains almost completely unknown. Electrical stimulation of the cervical vagus nerve, a procedure known as vagus nerve stimulation (VNS), has been successfully used to reduce depression, arthritis, the frequency of epileptic seizures and improve outcomes of heart failure ([@bib0015]; [@bib0075]; [@bib0175]; [@bib0250]). At the moment, current practice is that the entire nerve is activated or suppressed. This leads to off-target side effects as organs other than those intended are stimulated ([@bib0250]).

1.2. Purpose {#sec0030}
------------

### 1.2.1. Rationale {#sec0035}

In the somatic nervous system, fascicle functional anatomy appears to follow expected principles and is somatotopically organised. The organisational principles in the ANS are unknown but it appears possible that the fascicles in complex nerves, such as the vagus, are organotopic. If this is the case, then determination of the anatomical connections of fascicles by microCT could enable production of a neuroanatomical map of the functional anatomy of the cervical vagus nerve and so allow for accurate selective VNS. This could be helpful not only in avoiding side effects but also in improving the efficacy of VNS overall by providing better understanding of the innervation of vagal fibres to both peripheral organs and originating brain regions. Firstly, however, an optimised method needed to be developed in order to image nerve fascicles efficiently and accurately over the full length of the nerve. This would allow for segmentation of the fascicles from the 3D microCT images from the branches to the central region. The nerve samples are preserved for subsequent validation with histology.

### 1.2.2. Main purpose {#sec0040}

The ultimate purpose for this study was to improve and optimise a simple and optimised protocol for microCT imaging of the fascicles within nerves that subsequently allows for successful segmentation and thus the development of a neuroanatomical map. The aim of the study was to answer the following questions:aWhat is the optimal protocol in terms of:lowerRomanbIodine staining time?lowerRomancMicroCT scanning parameters?dDoes it work:lowerRomaneAt 2D level in distinguishing fascicles?lowerRomanfOver the length of the nerve for 3D tracing?

1.3. Experimental design {#sec0045}
------------------------

In this work, a fully optimised protocol for scanning and imaging the fascicles within peripheral nerves was developed.

The overall aim was to develop a method suitable for use in tracing fascicle function in the human. In this study, we refined the method using the rat sciatic and pig vagus nerves. The rat is widely used in medical research ([@bib0145]) with its sciatic nerve being a well-established model for studies of peripheral nerves ([@bib0170]). Rat sciatic nerves were used in our experiments for technical integration, development and refinement of the imaging methods. The rat vagus nerve is monofascicular and too small, therefore not suitable for the purposes of our project. The pig vagus nerve is a preclinical model for VNS ([@bib0345]). The small but well-studied rat sciatic nerve model allowed for development of the technique in end organ or function tracking and the pig vagus nerve, across a similar length, validated the protocol as a viable method in a more similar model to the desired human vagus nerve.

Lugol's iodine solution, of the many different contrast agents available, was selected as the contrast agent of choice due to its ease of handling, lack of toxicity, cost-effectiveness and, most importantly, differential affinities for major types of soft tissues ([@bib0115]; [@bib0205]).

There are two main methods for sample preparation previously used in similar studies, including freeze-drying ([@bib0355]) and paraffin embedding ([@bib0260]). These were both tried and discarded. Freeze-drying is a procedure used as a pre-processing method for similar purposes; however, it adds a significant amount of time (4 days) to the already time-consuming pre-processing, and produces artefacts, such as air pockets, visible during scanning. On the other hand, during the processing step of paraffin embedding, the Lugol's solution is washed out. This, together with suspension of the nerve in the more radiopaque paraffin wax, decreases the contrast required to image the nerve and its fascicles successfully. Both of these pre-processing methods destroy the nerve sample thus not allowing for subsequent histology. The final utilised method was fixation, Lugol's staining and placement of specimen within cling film for scanning. This approach maintains moisture within the nerve and reduces shrinkage during the scan. The Lugol's iodine solution can easily be soaked out and the nerve then prepared for histology.

Prior to any Matlab processing, neighbourhood connections were performed on raw median filtered data files and segmentation of fascicles was attempted as test segmentations to show feasibility as proof of concept. This showed that quality is high enough for segmentation but the algorithm in Matlab, above, was used in conjunction with Seg3D as the final step as a superior method of segmentation.

Histology of multiple sections has been a golden standard for accurate visualisation of soft tissues and nerves, specifically for neuroanatomical tracing. However, it is time-consuming and prone to mechanical artefacts. MicroCT was chosen as a non-invasive technique that could provide 3D reconstruction of the full nerve scanned and sufficient resolution for tracing fascicles. It could be free of mechanical artefacts present in histology, and save both time and labour.

MicroCT scans were undertaken with nerves stained for different lengths of time and with differing scan parameters, including the energy, current and exposure. They were evaluated according to a distinguishability factor and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) criteria allowing for determination of the protocol that facilitates the most suitable segmentation and tracking. This distinguishability factor was developed in order to optimise the contrast between the various soft tissues specifically, and thereby facilitate the distinguishability between them. Other metrics such as the novel histogram flatness measure and histogram spread ([@bib0240]; [@bib0320]) are not specific enough or completely suitable for our purposes as the greyscale values of all of the soft tissues, including the region of interest (ROI), fall into only a small region of the histogram. Therefore, we developed and applied our own metric allowing for optimisation for our purpose (Section [2.5](#sec0095){ref-type="sec"}). The findings were validated by comparison to histological sections with H&E. Staining was varied from 0 to 10 days in 11 rat sciatic nerves, and for 1, 3, 5, 7 and 13 days in five pig vagus nerves (one nerve for each different length of staining). MicroCT parameters were varied for the scanning of five rat sciatic nerves and testing reproducibility and use of the protocol was performed with 12 rat sciatic and three pig vagus nerves.

2. Methods {#sec0050}
==========

2.1. Nerve samples {#sec0055}
------------------

Rat sciatic and pig cervical vagus nerve samples were dissected from Sprague-Dawley adult male rats, weighing 400--550 g, and domestic female pigs, weighing 60-70 kg, respectively, subsequent to euthanasia (ethically approved by the UK Home Office and performed in accordance with its regulations, as outlined in the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986). Nerves were then placed in neutral buffered formalin (NBF) (10%) (Sigma Aldrich HT501128) to allow for fixation.

2.2. Optimisation of contrast staining {#sec0060}
--------------------------------------

### 2.2.1. Pre-processing {#sec0065}

*Rat sciatic nerve:* Prior to the microCT scan, 1 cm lengths of the proximal common region of the rat sciatic nerve in the thigh were cut and placed into a tube of 10 ml Lugol's solution (total iodine 1%; 0.74% KI, 0.37% I) (Sigma Aldrich L6141) for 0 to 10 days (a total of 11 samples; one sample for each number of days). The optimal staining time was determined for 1 cm lengths of the nerve, and then applied to the full rat sciatic nerve (4 cm).

*Pig vagus nerve:* The cervical vagus nerve was sectioned into 4 cm lengths and returned to formalin (neutral buffered, 10%, Sigma Aldrich HT501128-4 L) until required for staining. Prior to the microCT scan, the nerve was placed into a tube of 14 ml Lugol's solution for 1, 3, 5, 7 and 13 days (a total of five samples; one sample for each number of days listed) [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1The rat sciatic nerve A. after fixation and before staining, B. after staining, C. wrapped in cling film and, D. placed in sponge. E. Sponge with nerve coiled up and, F. placed within 3D printed mount.Fig. 1

To achieve the optimal contrast for fascicles compared to the rest of the nerve tissue within the microCT scan, nerves were stained for the varying number of days and resulting scans compared. For staining of four days or more, the Lugol's solution was refreshed halfway through the total number of days of staining to allow for resaturation with iodine [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2A. The Nikon XT H 225 microCT scanning machine ([@bib0350])., B. The internal setup of the scanner's principal components including the open-tube X-ray source (S), rotating specimen holder (H), and the detector (D) (1620 PerkinElmer, 2 K x 2 K, 200 microns pitch).Fig. 2

On the day of the microCT scan, the nerve was removed from the tube and blotted dry on paper towel to remove any excess of Lugol's solution. Nerves were then placed in a tube for vertical alignment and mounted to the sample holder in the scanner. Movement artefacts were present within the first few scans. Subsequent nerves were then first placed into a piece of cling film (8 cm x 3.5 cm) (Tesco, United Kingdom) and wrapped up to seal the nerve and thus retain moisture during the scan as to avoid shrinkage of the nerve tissue. Sutures were tied around the nerve and cling film on each end of the nerve

to maintain the position of the nerve within the cling film over time during the scan and to pull the nerve into a taut position

within the sponge and mount. Then, the wrapped nerve was placed within a slit cut into a sponge (7 cm x 4 cm x 1.5 cm), the sponge curled into a cylinder (diameter of ∼1 cm) and secured with tape (Transpore™, 3 M, United Kingdom) to remain in shape. With a pair of forceps, the sponge cylinder was inserted into the 3D printed mount and, using the sutures, the nerve was pulled straight and aligned with centre within the sponge cylinder. The mount was sealed with the lid.

### 2.2.2. MicroCT scanning {#sec0070}

The microCT scanner (Nikon XT H 225, Nikon Metrology, Tring, UK) was homed and then conditioned at 200 kVp for 10 minutes before scanning. The rat sciatic nerves were scanned with the parameters in the following table ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). The initial parameters used were roughly based on previous studies for soft tissues ([@bib0085]; [@bib0205]; [@bib0265]; [@bib0355]). The same parameters were used for all scans of the rat sciatic nerves stained for different lengths of time as to allow the differentiation in the contrast in the scans to be attributed only to the staining time. The differentially stained pig vagus nerves were scanned at the optimal parameters chosen for rat sciatic nerve following analysis (Section [2.5](#sec0095){ref-type="sec"}) of scans at differential parameters (Section [2.3](#sec0075){ref-type="sec"}).Table 1Scanning parameters to test optimal staining time of nerves.Table 1Sample InformationRat sciaticPigRegionCommon (1 cm)Cervical (4 cm)Staining time0-10 days1-13 daysn number115File InformationFile Type (+.vgi)rawFile Size2 GBMicroCT ParametersUnitEnergykVp45Current/IntensityμA88PowerW4Voxel Size/Resolutionμm4Projections2903Exposurefps (s)0.25 (4)TargetMolybdenumTimehours3.1Pre-treatmentLugol\'s stain & cling film wrappedStructureStraight in cling film

2.3. Optimisation of scanning parameters {#sec0075}
----------------------------------------

### 2.3.1. Pre-processing {#sec0080}

Pre-processing was performed as before (Section [2.2.1](#sec0065){ref-type="sec"}) with rat sciatic nerves being stained for 1 day and pig vagus for 5 days.

### 2.3.2. MicroCT scanning {#sec0085}

To optimise the scanning parameters for highest image quality and contrast, several parameters were tested for optimal value across the scans of five rat sciatic nerves ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). All five scans used a molybdenum target, a power of 4 W, 3176 projections and a resolution with isotropic voxel size of 4 μm. The microCT scanner (Nikon XT H 225) was homed and then conditioned prior to scanning as described above.Table 2Differential scanning parameters for five rat sciatic nerve samples (a-e) to test optimal scanning protocol.Table 2Nerve SampleEnergyCurrentExposurekVpμAfps (s)a45880.25 (4)b65620.25 (4)c351140.25 (4)d45881 (1)e351140.5 (2)

2.4. Scan reconstruction {#sec0090}
------------------------

Scans were reconstructed in CT Pro 3D (Nikon\'s software for reconstructing CT data generated by Nikon Metrology, Tring, UK). Centre of rotation was calculated manually with dual slice selection. Beam hardening correction was performed with a preset of 2 and coefficient of 0.0. The reconstructions were saved as 16 bit volumes and triple TIFF 16-bit image stack files allowing for subsequent image analysis and segmentation in various software.

2.5. Image analysis {#sec0095}
-------------------

Reconstructed microCT scan images were analysed in ImageJ ([@bib0255]) in the XY plane to view the cross-section of the nerve. The vertical alignment of the nerve was positioned so that the cross-sectional plane is viewed in the XY stack and the longitudinal plane is viewed in the XZ and YZ stacks. This allowed for validation of the scanning protocol, direction of the nerve, and visual analysis of the quality of the image and the distinguishability of the soft tissues - specifically the identification of the fascicles known to exist within the nerve.

*Differential staining:* The greyscale intensity of the fascicle, interfascicular epineurium, and the sponge/air was calculated for each scan of nerves stained for different lengths of time. A straight line, with a length of approximately 100 pixels, was drawn starting within a fascicle, continuing through the interfascicular epineurium and ending in the sponge/air. The Plot Profile function, from the Analyze menu, was used. This function produces a two-dimensional graph of the greyscale intensities of pixels along the line within the image. The x-axis depicts the distance of the pixels along the line and the y-axis represents the grey value or intensity of the pixels. The grey values for each soft tissue type were then analysed and compared. The distinguishability value (d) was determined for each scan: the sum of the permutative differences between the absolute mean values of the three tissue types (fascicles, interfascicular epineurium and adipocytes) was calculated and maximised.$$d = \,\left| {i_{fascicle} - i_{epineurium}} \right| + \,\left| {i_{epineurium} - i_{adipocytes}} \right| + \,\left| {i_{adipocytes} - i_{fascicle}} \right|$$

The highest value depicts the staining time that results in and provides the greatest difference in greyscale between the three tissue types. Thus, should result in the optimal segmentation of the fascicles from both the interfascicular epineurium and adipocytes allowing for tracking of the fascicles.

*Differential parameters:* The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of fascicle to background was calculated for each scan. A random block of sample pixels/greyscale values were obtained from both a fascicle and the background of the microCT scan images for which the average and the standard deviation of the pixel data was calculated, respectively.$$SNR = \frac{\mu_{fascicle}}{\sigma_{background}}$$

The highest SNR depicts the greatest difference between the signal and the background noise. Therefore, the highest SNR results from the microCT images that have the greatest signal from the fascicles -- the object of interest for segmentation in this case.

2.6. Histology for validation {#sec0100}
-----------------------------

After dissection from the animal, the nerve was placed into neutral buffered formalin for fixation for approximately two to five days. Thereafter, nerves were embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 4 μm, and stained with Haemotoxylin and Eosin (H&E, a routine stain used to demonstrate the general morphology of tissue) ([@bib0285]). Subsequent microscopy analysis of the tissue slides to identify histopathological features was performed. The images of the H&E sections were then compared to the corresponding slice in the microCT scan of the same nerve for comparison and validation.

The diameters of the fascicles and the full nerve in the microCT scans and the corresponding histology slice were calculated and compared to determine the percentage accuracy of the nerve and fascicle diameter measured in the microCT scan in relation to the histology image. The freehand tool in ImageJ was used to isolate the corresponding fascicles in both the microCT scan slice and the histology section, for which the area was calculated using the Measure tool and the scale of the image. The diameters were then measured for each fascicle and the full nerve, and the percentage difference between the histology and microCT images was calculated.

2.7. Computerised 3D reconstruction and fascicle tracking {#sec0105}
---------------------------------------------------------

The chosen optimal staining and scanning parameters were used for the scanning of multiple nerves (n = 12 rat sciatic nerves, n = 3 pig vagus nerves). The 4 cm length of nerve was scanned by setting up a program of scans with an overlap region of 20%. Computerised 3D reconstruction and fascicle tracking was then performed on the reconstructed scans.

The volume data was post-processed in Matlab R2018b (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). The slices on the extremities affected by the common cone-beam artefacts were removed as to not interfere with further post-processing and segmentation. Histogram stretching and rescaling was performed to get rid of irrelevant pixels outside of the histogram range of the volume of interest (VOI; in this case, the fascicles). A 3D volume median filter was applied with a 3 × 3x3 kernel size. Convolution with a short longitudinal kernel was performed across the entire stack with a kernel of 1 × 1x5. The threshold for binarization was then determined to specify the region of greyscale values consisting of the fascicles; thus, a volume of the fascicles was produced.

Subsequently, NIFTI files were formed to be compatible in file type and size for use in Seg3D (<http://www.seg3d.org>, NIH Centre for Integrative Biomedical Computing, SCI Institute, University of Utah, USA), a free volume segmentation and processing tool. The neighbourhood connected filter, that marks all the pixels within the same data range as your selected seed points, was performed and fascicles segmented. Where appropriate or required, smoothing by dilation and erosion was performed as a test for more accurate segmentation across regions of air pockets or uncharted change in greyscale, i.e. insufficient contrast between the VOI and surrounding medium despite being able to distinguish structures by eye. Completed segmentations were compared to full stack of XY slices to confirm branching regions and plexuses that may be assumed to be unsuccessful =segmentation and boundary gain.

Tracing of the fascicles was deemed to be acceptable if tracing of the three main fascicles (tibial, peroneal and sural) within the rat sciatic nerve, and 10 fascicles in the pig vagus nerve, over the length of the scan was possible without loss or gain of boundary. Boundary loss is defined as the discontinuation of neighbourhood connections around more than half of the diameter of the fascicle. Boundary gain is defined as the segmentation of more than one fascicle at a time due to low resolution and loss of greyscale contrast unless fascicles are connected by a visible plexus within 3 mm of nerve. Also pertaining to boundary gain, is the unwanted segmentation of the fascicles along with adipocytes, blood vessels or interfascicular epineurium.

3. Results {#sec0110}
==========

3.1. Sample numbers {#sec0115}
-------------------

*Rat sciatic nerves:* differential staining (1 cm): n = 11; differential parameters (1 cm): n = 5; reproducibility (4 cm): n = 12.

*Pig vagus nerves:* differential staining (4 cm): n = 5; reproducibility (4 cm): n = 3.

3.2. Optimisation of contrast staining {#sec0120}
--------------------------------------

Visual inspection of the representative slices from each scan of rat sciatic nerves showed clear differentiation of the fascicles from the rest of the nerve ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}), owing to saturation of the nerve with Lugol's solution. The clearest distinction was visible for one day of staining. Inspection of the pig vagus nerve scans revealed the extent of staining varied evidently between the different days of staining with fascicles and adipocytes not clearly visible in each scan ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}). Five days of staining visibly showed the clearest distinction between soft tissue types.Fig. 3Representative XY plane slice from each scan with corresponding grey value graph across the distance of the line drawn through the four ROI's with A-K being nerves scanned for 0-10 days, respectively. F = fascicle, IE = interfascicular epineurium, CF = cling film, A = adipocytes, S/A = sponge/air.Fig. 3Fig. 4Representative XY plane slice from each scan with corresponding grey value graph across the distance of the line drawn through the four ROI's with A-E being nerves scanned for 1, 3, 5, 7 and 13 days, respectively. F = fascicle, IE = interfascicular epineurium, CF = cling film, A = adipocytes, S/A = sponge/air.Fig. 4

Movement artefacts were present during some scans; however, grey values could still be calculated. With a

greyscale range of 0 to 1, the average of the mean grey values of all the days of staining for the adipocytes and sponge/air in the rat sciatic nerve scans was 0.92 ± 0.03 and 0.18 ± 0.04, respectively ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, the deviation between the grey values for the fascicles and interfascicular epineurium was 0.1 and 0.09, respectively. This larger deviation is as result of one of the samples having a greater difference in mean grey values for the four different ROI. To corroborate this, the distinguishability values (d) wereFig. 5Mean grey value of the different tissue types for each rat sciatic nerve scanned after staining for a various number of days.Fig. 5

[Fig. 9](#fig0045){ref-type="fig"}. Representative XY plane slice from each scan with specific scanning parameters (listed next to the corresponding slice). Movement artefacts are present in B and F.

calculated for each scan of rat sciatic ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}) and pig vagus ([Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}) nerves (rat sciatic: n = 11; pig vagus: n = 5).Fig. 6Distinguishability value for each rat sciatic nerve scanned after a different number of days of staining.Fig. 6Fig. 7Distinguishability value for each pig vagus nerve scanned after a different number of days of staining.Fig. 7

The greatest distinguishability value, corresponding with the largest difference in grey value for each soft tissue type, appeared to be for the rat sciatic nerve sample stained for one day (d = 0.998 ± 0.063). Zero days of staining produced a distinguishability value of 0.063 ± 0.070. For the pig vagus nerve, staining with iodine for five days resulted in the highest distinguishability value (d = 0.449 ± 0.047). These objective results supported what was evident after analysis by eye.

3.3. Optimisation of scanning parameters {#sec0125}
----------------------------------------

The clearest tissue separation and least noise was evident with the settings used for Sample C ([Fig. 9](#fig0045){ref-type="fig"}). Movement artefacts were present in a few of the scans, however, calculation of SNR was performed in regions of homogeneity, avoiding the artefact, within the ROI.

The image quality for each scan was quantified by calculating the SNR of fascicle-to-background for images from each scan ([Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}). The highest SNR value (40.363) was obtained from Sample C scanned with 35 kVp energy, 114 μA current, and an exposure of 0.25 fps. This, again, validated what was evident by eye.Fig. 8SNR value for each rat sciatic nerve sample scanned with the different parameters ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 8Fig. 9Representative XY plane slice from each scan with specific scanning parameters (listed next to the corresponding slice). Movement artefacts are present in B and F.Fig. 9

3.4. Histology for validation {#sec0130}
-----------------------------

Staining with H&E allowed for visualisation of all connective tissue in the nerve with the fascicles, adipocytes and connective tissue being clearly visible ([Fig. 10](#fig0050){ref-type="fig"}: 1.2, 2.2Fig. 10MicroCT and H&E histology slices for three example rat sciatic nerve samples. T = tibial, P = peroneal, S = sural, and Pc = post-cutaneous fascicles. n = 3/12.Fig. 10

and 3.2). Evident by eye, histology confirmed the positions and proportions of the corresponding fascicles in the microCT images ([Fig. 10](#fig0050){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 12](#fig0060){ref-type="fig"}A and B). The average difference of the diameters of the fascicles and the full nerve between microCT and histology was 2.21%±0.0256 for rat sciatic and 2.01%±0.0237 for pig vagus nerves.

3.5. Computerised 3D reconstruction and fascicle tracking {#sec0135}
---------------------------------------------------------

Segmentation of the Lugol's iodine-stained nerves scanned with the optimal protocol was acceptable (rat sciatic: [Fig. 11](#fig0055){ref-type="fig"}, pig vagus: [Fig. 12](#fig0060){ref-type="fig"}). Segmentation fell within the criteria for acceptability of segmenting more than three and more than ten fascicles of the rat sciatic and pig vagus nerves, respectively. In the rat sciatic nerve, for which segmentation was acceptable for four fascicles, the tibial, peroneal, sural and post-cutaneous fascicles, and a branching region between tibial and sural fascicles were present ([Fig. 11](#fig0055){ref-type="fig"}). In the pig vagus nerves, ten fascicles or more were able to be segmented across all scans ([Fig. 12](#fig0060){ref-type="fig"}). Occasionally, segmentation of one fascicle led to the segmentation of another, allowing for the discovery of branching region or a plexus between the two fascicles which was still deemed acceptable as segmentation was still indeed accurate. This often occurred if the common region (or one large fascicle), consisting and prior to branching of another two or three fascicles, was present in the scan. With minor adjustments to the Matlab script to adjust for threshold differences between scans, all scans were able to be segmented acceptably.Fig. 11An example of a rat sciatic nerve segmentation (C, D), with its corresponding microCT using the optimal protocol (A) and histology (B). T = tibial, P = peroneal, S = sural, and Pc = post-cutaneous fascicles, and BR = branching region. n = 1/12.Fig. 11Fig. 12An example of a pig vagus nerve segmentation (C), with its corresponding microCT (B) and histology (A). n = 1/3.Fig. 12

4. Discussion and Conclusions {#sec0140}
=============================

4.1. Summary of results {#sec0145}
-----------------------

*Optimal protocol:* Allowing for the highest differentiation between soft tissue types and thus visualisation of the ROI, the fascicles, the optimal staining time was 24 hours for rat sciatic nerves and five days for pig vagus nerves in 1% Lugol's solution. The optimal scanning parameters that maximised the contrast between soft tissues and minimised noise and blurriness were: 35 kVp energy, 114 μA current, and an exposure of 0.25 fps. For all scans attempted, the parameters that were kept constant were: a molybdenum target, a power of 4 W, 3176 projections and a resolution with isotropic voxel size of 4 μm. With the optimal parameters, fascicles could be reconstructed and segmented acceptably over the length of the scan and the nerve.

*How well did it work?* Histology confirmed the accuracy of fascicles' proportions and positions from microCT to 2.21%±0.0256 for rat sciatic and 2.01%±0.0237 for pig vagus nerves. The protocol was applied to multiple nerves (rat sciatic n = 12, pig vagus n = 3) and was proved to be reproducible and optimised for our purposes of tracking the fascicles throughout the nerve. The distinguishability between the three soft tissue types, with specific interest in the fascicles, was successfully present in each scan and was constant throughout the length of the scans and thus the fascicles were segmentable throughout the length of the scan and the nerve.

4.2. Technical issues {#sec0150}
---------------------

In early studies, there were artefacts from the movement of the nerve during the prolonged scans, due to shrinkage of the nerve from drying out over time within an open tube, used to maintain position and alignment. This was obviated by placement of the nerve in cling film within the tube to maintain as much moisture as possible. Movement artefacts were still evident. These were then corrected by 3D printing a mount that allowed for the addition of sponge around the cling film-wrapped nerve to reduce any shifting of the nerve during the scan due to gravity or rotation. Subsequent to this, the movement artefact disappeared from the images of the nerves scanned with the optimised protocol. Further evaluation criteria could possibly have been used as confirmation of the results produced, however for our purposes and after trial and error segmentation, our evaluation methods proved feasible and effective. The segmentation algorithm is semi-automatic and required manual intervention. This needs to be improved in future studies.

4.3. Explanations for optimal protocol {#sec0155}
--------------------------------------

For successful segmentation of the ROI, the fascicles needed to have a distinct greyscale value (i.e. contrast) of the desired structure to the rest of the surrounding medium within the nerve including the interfascicular epineurium and adipocytes. Most segmentation methods work by identifying all the pixels, and those connected, that are within a certain data value range identified as being a part of the ROI. Staining with higher ratios or concentrations of Lugol's results in greater degree of tissue shrinkage ([@bib0080]). Staining with Lugol's at a low concentration (1%) for a longer period of time, or until optimal saturation, avoids this whilst exhibiting good contrast for all tissues against background grey values ([@bib0310]). At optimal staining, all tissues within the nerve will be visible although with different greyscale values in order to be able to distinguish the number of tissue types and, therefore, identify the ROI. The difference in optimal staining time, at the same concentrations, between the rat sciatic and pig vagus nerves could be due to the difference in tissue composition as well as the dimensions; the pig vagus nerve contains more fat and connective tissues, a greater amount of fascicles and in addition, the nerve is triple in diameter to that of the rat sciatic nerve.

For scanning, the optimal parameters produced the highest SNR and visibly had the sharpest image compared to the blurriness, noise and decreased signal seen when scanned with other parameters. It is suggested that biological samples are scanned with 30 to 100 kVp energy and in general small and low-absorbing samples, such as the rat sciatic nerve, require low voltage ([@bib0085]). To decrease the brightness of the image, thereby improving the contrast visible in the stained nerve, the voltage should be decreased, followed by the current ([@bib0270]). At the same time, higher spatial resolution and statistical considerations require higher exposures to maintain the SNR ([@bib0190]). The highest exposure (0.25 fps) of the microCT scanner was used in the optimal protocol. Additionally, the pixel resolution used was close to the maximal pixel resolution of the scanner (3 μm per pixel). Soft tissues have a low absorption coefficient and separating the soft phases is more difficult than those of hard tissue or metal. The target selected for use with soft tissues should have a spectrum in a similar range i.e. a material with low atomic number such as molybdenum. During reconstruction of the scans, minimal beam hardening was required to improve the image, owing to sufficient penetration of the sample ([@bib0085]).

4.4. Advantages over other methods {#sec0160}
----------------------------------

The golden standard of histology matched the microCT with high accuracy when compared at the corresponding slice, which validates the accuracy of microCT scanning and its applicability for imaging the nerves with the purpose of tracing fascicles. Despite the advances in computer vision and artificial intelligence for training of neural networks and segmentation of large numbers of histological slices in a much shorter time than previously possible, it is the preparation of the slices that still takes a large amount of time. Tissue processing and staining for histology, for validation purposes alone, takes a minimum of three days, excluding fixation and sectioning. Therefore, in order to perform serial histology on the full length of the nerve, in order to allow for accurate tracing and incorporate the visualisation of all movement and interweaving of fascicles, would take a considerable amount of time longer than the two days required for microCT scanning of the entirety of the nerve. Due to limited spatial image resolution, however, the individual fibres that can be seen and analysed under the microscope are not visible in the microCT scan. Although, this is not required for our purposes of fascicle tracking. Nonetheless, our method allows for subsequent histology thereby allowing for analyses of fibres if required.

The destructiveness of the contrast agents, pre-processing methods and scanning protocols should be reduced as much as possible to ensure that the tissue integrity is not harmed ([@bib0065]). The cost, difficult access to, fluctuations that can be attributed to other imaging techniques such as phase-contrast microCT scanning ([@bib0125]) are often a limiting factor to studies with similar goals. In addition, the size of the data obtained, and thus memory required, from this more accessible Nikon scanner is significantly lower (2 to \<5 GB per scan of 1 cm of nerve for rat sciatic and pig vagus nerves, respectively) than from the synchrotron scanners. This obviates the requirement for supercomputers whilst still maintaining the advantage of microCT over the predominant soft-tissue imaging technique of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) by obtaining high voxel resolution in 3D ([@bib0360]). Additionally, microCT exceeds the imaging penetration depth of another prevailing imaging technique, optical coherence tomography (OCT) ([@bib0150]).

Our optimised protocol of tissue processing, sample preparation and scanning with microCT is a simplified and reproducible method for imaging fascicular anatomy of nerves at high resolution in the axial direction whilst being time-efficient, and reducing cost, memory required and destruction of the nerve samples.

4.5. Recommended uses and future work {#sec0165}
-------------------------------------

Our recommendation for the microCT imaging of the vagus and similar peripheral nerves is the staining with 1% Lugol's solution for five days per 4 cm of nerve, wrapping in cling film and mounting in sponge within a tube, and scanning at 35 kVp energy, 114 μA current, 4 W power and an exposure of 0.25 fps, with a molybdenum target. This simplified method for imaging fascicles could not only be used to decipher the fascicular anatomy of the vagus nerve for selective stimulation but could be integrated into studies on all peripheral nerves to study peripheral nerve repair, microsurgery or improving the implementation of nerve guidance conduits for which advanced knowledge of the fascicular anatomy could prove helpful ([@bib0130]; [@bib0235]; [@bib0325]). Additionally, segmentation or identification of the positioning and consistency between samples of nerves or the other nerve structures and soft tissues, such as fat, vessels and connective tissue, could assist in determining the effect of these on the distribution of electric currents and electric fields within the nerve during stimulation. Thereby, this could facilitate the improvement to stimulation techniques further.

The next steps will be to use the optimised protocol on the entirety of the pig vagus nerve, with its branches. This will involve scanning from the innervated organ to the cervical level and creating a fascicular map or atlas at the level of cuff placement to guide the selective VNS. Challenges that need to be overcome is extracting the entire length of the vagus nerve successfully and stitching multiple non-overlapping scans of different sections and branches of the nerve. This will eventually progress to humans to allow for improvement of VNS and its therapeutic efficiency.
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